Doping in Ni3Al alloy systems can have a significant enhancement in various properties including high temperature strength, fatigue and creep. The enhanced high temperature mechanical properties of Ni-based superalloys are attributed to microstructure consisting of γ' matrix strengthened by ordered γ' precipitates [1]. Segregation or partitioning of the doping elements in these two phases plays a vital role in mechanical properties. Thus correlative atomistic scale chemical imaging techniques are developed for better understanding of these microstructural changes and their effect on the properties.
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Doping in Ni3Al alloy systems can have a significant enhancement in various properties including high temperature strength, fatigue and creep. The enhanced high temperature mechanical properties of Ni-based superalloys are attributed to microstructure consisting of γ' matrix strengthened by ordered γ' precipitates [1] . Segregation or partitioning of the doping elements in these two phases plays a vital role in mechanical properties. Thus correlative atomistic scale chemical imaging techniques are developed for better understanding of these microstructural changes and their effect on the properties.
Experimental analyses of STEM and APT microscopy have been performed on Ni-based alloys. The Ni-Al-Cr system showed interesting behavior, with the STEM and atomic-resolution EDS results clearly imaging stacking faults and segregation behavior of the Cr to the disordered phase. The elemental maps of the superalloy in the γ' show that Al and Cr occupy the same atomic column. Correlative APT studies were performed where Cr segregation was observed in agreement with STEM data. From the APT reconstructed image, it is also noticed that Al and Cr occupy similar positions. By capturing the same microstructural changes and chemical segregation between APT and STEM, we now have developed an enhanced approach for correlative microscopy, linking the structural and defect analyses of STEM with chemical analysis at the interface with APT. 
